Pilots fear losing Oregon airspace to drone tests


BEND, Ore. (AP) — Some local pilots are concerned that a proposal to open a remote area of Central Oregon to aerial drone testing could mean they're shut out of the airspace.

"We're concerned that whole large area not be closed to private aircraft all the time," said Don Wilfong, a pilot in Bend.

And while a spokesman for a national organization that represents general aviation pilots said he has not heard of any such problems at other areas where unmanned vehicle testing takes place, some local pilots remain worried.

"We're not against drones, we're against this proposal, which ignores a large number of existing users of that airspace," said Gary Miller, president of the Central Oregon chapter of the Oregon Pilots Association.

The group behind the proposal, Economic Development for Central Oregon, says the intent is not to close the entire military operations area to general aviation pilots. Volunteers with the group are meeting with local aviation groups and officials, and will revise the proposal to address their concerns.

"It's a fairly complicated proposal and in general, when we can get in front of them and explain it, they're in support of it," said Collins Hemingway, chair of EDCO's aviation recruitment committee.

Hemingway and other members of the committee are seeking support from federal lawmakers and the Federal Aviation Administration to open a military operations area currently used by the Air National Guard for testing of the drones' operations, including surveillance technology. Testing would not include munitions, which would have to be tested at a bombing range.

The unmanned aircraft are currently prohibited from flying in general airspace, and testing is usually allowed only in restricted military airspace, unless companies obtain special certificates.

The military operations area where testing would occur under the proposal covers a large expanse of land in eastern Deschutes County, southern Crook County, western Harney County and northeastern Lake County.
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Miller was initially upset that Hemingway's group did not contact some pilots earlier about the proposal. On Friday, Miller said he was hopeful EDCO would work out a proposal that would satisfy pilots, but he is waiting to see that in writing.

"We'll be working with them more (this) week, and hopefully we can make sure everyone is happy," Miller said.

Miller said he flies a dozen times a year through the airspace where unmanned vehicle testing might occur, and many pilots cross it going from Bend to Idaho.

The economic development group's initial proposal led some pilots to believe the entire military operations area would be temporarily closed at times for testing, Miller said, although the group has also said it only wants a portion designated for testing.

"It's solvable; we just want to solve it," Miller said.

Wilfong said he was mostly concerned about the safety of drone testing and how much of the military area would be closed off. However, Wilfong was encouraged about EDCO's intentions after meeting with them last week.

"I just think it needs some definite consideration of making the airspace safe for all users," Wilfong said of the proposal. "I feel like we've got their attention now."

For AirLink Critical Care Transport, the biggest question is how drone testing would affect its medical helicopter operations from Bend to Burns.

Although the area is sparsely populated, the emergency air ambulance service responds to incidents that range from car collisions to ATV accidents.

Dustin Duncan, AirLink services manager, said he has the same questions as private pilots, such as how big the testing area will be. AirLink staff also need to know who to contact, in the event that they need to respond to an incident in the area while drone testing is under way, Duncan said.

"I'm not against it, by any means," Duncan said. "(But) there are still some questions that need to be answered."

So far, testing of unmanned aerial vehicles has not closed off large amounts of airspace to private pilots, according to a spokesman for a national organization that represents general aviation owners and pilots.

"To the best of my knowledge, we have not heard, as an association, of significant problems with use of airspace being denied to pilots," said Chris Dancy, a spokesman for the Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association.

If a large area were closed off to general aviation pilots, that "could cause significant deviations to get around the space," Dancy said. Pilots would use more fuel, and the length of the flight would increase.

Dancy said he also hasn't heard of collisions or close calls between general aviation aircraft and drones.

"As long as someone is making sure the remotely piloted vehicle is in sight and not creating a hazard for civilian aircraft, it is possible for them to mix," Dancy said.

Hemingway said Economic Development for Central Oregon has addressed most of the concerns raised by pilots, including that testing not occur around U.S. Highway 20 and U.S. Highway 395.

"Primarily, it comes down to keeping the proposed test area away from the airports, away from the cities, away from the standard navigation routes and away from the roads that are generally used by pilots using visual navigation," Hemingway said.

The economic development group's volunteers probably didn't explain the complex proposal as well as they could have early on, Hemingway said. But he said going public with it brought in a lot of feedback that will improve the proposal. One change will be to make it less specific.

"We're just going to say, 'This is what we want to do, figure out how to make it work,'" Hemingway said.

In Bend, two peace activists said they oppose the military use of unmanned aerial vehicles and do not want them to be tested in Central Oregon.

"We're spending all this money on the military and by doing it in Central Oregon, we're endorsing what we're doing nationally," said Meg Brokover, who is a member of Code Pink and the peace and justice team at First Presbyterian Church. It doesn't have to be that way, she said. "We can have our own philosophical higher ground."

Thiel Larson, a member of the same groups, also opposes the testing proposal.

"I am against that because I really do feel there's a really, really small percentage of drones used for nonmilitary work," Thiel said. "I just believe that we should not be in the business of encouraging a war tool to be tested in our own airspace."

Hemingway was familiar with Larson and Brokover's concerns.
“They’re raising probably the most complicated question man has ever dealt with, which is how do we use our technology only for good,” Hemingway said.

Early in the history of aviation following World War I, airplanes were mostly used by the military, Hemingway said. Now, they are predominantly used by civilians, and the same evolution could take place with drones, he said.
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